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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0370324A2] Door leaf made of a number of panels connected by means of hinges, in particular an articulated ceiling door, in which the
insertion of fingers into the gap between two consecutive panels is prevented in that those end faces of adjacent panels which are turned towards
one another are provided with end surfaces which run in arched manner approximately about the hinge axis, so that a finger-wide gap does not
arise between the panels in any pivoting position. In order to be able simply to manufacture such a door made of panels in a tight closed position in
relation to one another, a gap section, in which the gap distance is interrupted and across which the panels, in the closed position of the door leaf,
are supported on one another with a load component which is aligned to this closed position, is provided in the gap region between those end faces
of adjacent panels which are turned towards one another, seen from the outside of the door leaf to the inside of the door leaf.
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